2011 mitsubishi lancer

Make Model Year. Price and Payment. Vehicle History. Engine and Drivetrain. Vehicle Listing
Details. This is a great car for a great price. It has all the goodies you need for you next
adventure or for the around the town driving. We are agents for most credit unions in Utah. This
makes it super easy for us to help find the right loan for you, even if you aren't a credit union
member. OAC The above information is believed to be complete and correct. Misprinted
information, including the price, is subject to correction without penalty or obligation to the
dealership. Listed vehicles are subject to prior sale; ensure availability prior to visiting the
dealership. Internet price only. Cannot be combined with any other advertised specials. We've
been in the Lehigh Valley since , we'll be here tomorrow. Come find out why Kelly was voted the
best place to buy an used car in the Lehigh Valley See carmax. At CarMax, finding the right car
is easy. You can shop online, get pre-approved for financing, and receive a trade-in offer all
from the comfort of home. See store for details. Price assumes final purchase will be made in
WA, and excludes tax, title and registration fees. Some fees are location specific and may
change if you transfer this vehicle to a different CarMax store. Certain vehicles may have
unrepaired safety recalls. Check nhtsa. Inventory shown here is updated every 24 hours. The
Mitsubishi Lancer RalliArt is the an amazing vehicle. While the Lancer Evolution can be
extremely expensive to buy and insure these 2. More affordable and another amazing sports car
from Mitsubishi. They are hard to find though so we dont see this car lasting long. Nice car to
cruise around town, 5-speed manual transmission, 4-cylinder engine, power windows, power
locks, power mirrors, front tires like new, rear tires have about 50 percent tire tread remaining,
runs and drives great. Stop by and test drive it today! We have 80 plus cars and trucks on the
lot to choose from. Visit us online at Recent New Vehicle Trade! Lancer ES, 2. This vehicle has
good tires, is in good condition and is ready for many more miles! Call us today, this truck will
not last long at this price ! Laura Auto Group, serving our communities for over 39 years! This
Lancer might be the one for you! Don't regret waiting on this one! Call today to schedule your
test drive. Recent Arrival! Low mark up high volume! Best of all the price you see is the price
you pay. No haggling. No back and forth. No pressure. And this price is so good it is
guaranteed. Subject to certain terms and conditions. Some restrictions apply. AutoNation
Chevrolet Doral is honored to present a wonderful example of pure vehicle design This
wonderfully fuel-efficient vehicle offers a supple ride, quick acceleration and superior styling
without sacrificing MPGs. This vehicle won't last long, take it home today. There are many
vehicles on the market but if you are looking for a vehicle that will perform as good as it looks
then this Mitsubishi Lancer ES is the one! The Ralliart models, feature a mild turbocharged
engine but enough performance to be surprise. Sportback models add increased functionality.
The base Lancer returns great fuel economy, achieving 25 mpg in the city and 34 mpg on the
highway. Finally, the Lancer Evolution continues to be one of the best performance values
available. Disinfectant methods or claims should not be deemed to state or imply these
products can eliminate or prevent transmission of any virus, illness or disease. The Mitsubishi
Lancer offers an enticing range of compact cars from practical economy to sensible
all-wheel-drive sedan to sporty liftback to rally rocket. The Lancer sports a tidy, sleekish shape
with a bold and distinctive shark mouth. Its interior is clean, seating is comfortable,
instrumentation is blessedly simple. The dash is graceful. The gauges are tasteful,
white-on-black with silver rims. The tach and speedo have eaves, a double-hump visor on the
dash that provides shade for the rectangular digital readout that's between them, so you can
read its red letters in the sun. Financing available through banks, credit unions, secondary
lenders and in-house financing to accommodate ALL credit situations. Rates as low as 2.
Programs available for first time buyers. Disclaimer: Information deemed reliable, but not
guaranteed. Interested parties should confirm all data before making a purchase decision. All
prices and specifications are subject to change without notice. Prices do not include additional
fees such as taxes, title and registration fees, finance charges, dealer document preparation
fees, and emission testing and compliance charges. Internet special price may not be
compatible with subsidized subprime financing. Horsepower calculations based on trim engine
configuration. Fuel economy calculations based on original manufacturer data for trim engine
configuration. Please confirm the accuracy of the included equipment by calling us prior to
purchase. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Save Search. Enter your ZIP code to
show only relevant vehicles for sale nearby. Search radius. Home delivery available. Only show
local listings. Year s. Price and Payment Loan Price. Engine and Drivetrain Transmission
Automatic Manual Engine Type Gas Cylinders 4 cylinders Fuel Economy. Vehicle Listing Details
Listings with recent price drops. Recently added listings. Are You Getting a Good Deal? Price
Drop. No accidents. Know The Deal. New Listing. Showing 1 - 18 out of listings. Overall
Consumer Rating. CVT takes some time to get used to. Has its quirks but helps with the mpg. I
bought the car for an economical commuter which it does beautifully. Interior is decent-alot of

plastic but mitsubishi pulls it off. Exterior styling is nice. Handles well. It's not a BMW, nor does
it cost as much. Sign Up. The Mitsubishi Lancer represents a sporty alternative to economy
sedans, yet doesn't deliver when it comes to refinement or fuel economy. Are you bored of
humdrum economy sedans? Are you looking for a little excitement without breaking the bank?
The Mitsubishi Lancer could be a remedy worth checking out. When used as directed, the
Lancer can elevate your heart rate and generally enhance your mood. But it's not without a few
side effects. Depending on the seriousness of your ailment, there seems to be a Lancer for
every taste. Its sharp exterior styling and lively performance in higher trim levels are sure to
have you back to your old self in no time. The downsides, though, could give you second
thoughts. The base 2. Stepping up to the more powerful GTS and Ralliart engines helps
immensely, but an increased appetite for fuel also results. The Lancer also has a rather plain
interior design and subpar interior materials. Fortunately for the Lancer, Mitsubishi has tinkered
with the formula to eliminate some of the side effects that plagued previous versions. The
addition of electric-assist power steering and brake regeneration serve to increase fuel
economy for the base models while the optional Fuse voice-activation feature reduces
frustration when controlling phone, navigation and entertainment functions. The Lancer isn't the
only antidote for the economy sedan doldrums; the Mazda 3 and Subaru Impreza deliver
similarly effective results. Both competitors are also available in varying potencies in the form
of the Mazdaspeed 3 and Impreza WRX. The Impreza provides a bit more enticement with
all-wheel drive for all models, while the Mazda 3 scores points with its more attractive interior.
You could also check out the Kia Forte, which presents a better value proposition. In the final
analysis, the Mitsubishi Lancer is a worthy habit-forming cure to the econo-sedan blahs, but we
recommend trying out the alternatives first. The Ralliart ups the performance ante with a
turbocharged engine, an automated dual-clutch manual transmission with shift paddles and
all-wheel drive. Also included is satellite radio. Many features listed are also available on lower
trim cars as stand-alone options or as part of bundled packages. The Alloy Wheel package adds
inch alloy wheels to the ES trim along with rear disc brakes instead of drums and a rear
stabilizer bar. Several cosmetic and aerodynamic enhancement options are also available for
the DE and ES trims. A Touring package is available for GTS and Ralliart trims and features
xenon headlights, a sunroof, a smaller rear spoiler, rain-sensing wipers, leather seats and a
nine-speaker Rockford Fosgate sound system with an in-dash six-CD changer and satellite
radio. Also optional on all but the DE trim is a navigation system that features a 30GB hard drive
capable of storing digital music files. In California-emissions states, this engine earns Partial
Zero-Emissions Vehicle PZEV certification but it's also down on power a bit with hp and lb-ft of
torque. The Lancer GTS upgrades to a 2. The Ralliart features a turbocharged 2. Power is sent to
all four wheels through an automated dual-clutch manual transmission with shift paddles. In
Edmunds testing, a GTS with a manual transmission accelerated from zero to 60 mph in 7. The
combination of the base engine and five-speed delivers a time of 8. The Ralliart dispatches the
dash in a sizzling 5. In terms of fuel economy, the 2. The 2. The manual transmission delivers
nearly identical fuel efficiency. The Mitsubishi Lancer comes standard with front-seat side
airbags, full-length head curtain airbags and a driver knee airbag. Antilock brakes and stability
control are standard across the board, but four-wheel disc brakes are standard only on the GTS
and Ralliart. The DE and ES trims get by with rear drum brakes. In government crash testing, the
Lancer received a five-star rating for driver frontal crash protection and front-seat side crash
protection. It earned four stars for passenger frontal crash protection and for rear-seat side
protection. In the Insurance Institute for Highway Safety's frontal-offset, side-impact and
roof-strength tests, the Lancer achieved the best rating of "Good. With a decent amount of
comfort and a quiet cabin, a Mitsubishi Lancer equipped with the base 2. Unfortunately, this
engine seems to also generate more noise than horsepower, especially when saddled with the
CVT. For those seeking a bit more excitement on a budget, the GTS is a better alternative thanks
to more low-end engine power and a suspension that responds better to spirited driving. The
Ralliart bridges the gap to the high-performance Lancer Evolution model with turbocharged
power, sharp handling and rapid-fire gearchanges from the dual-clutch transmission.
Mechanically, the Ralliart provides plenty of thrills in the curves, but in our testing we've found
its tires to be a bit too economy-minded considering the car's strong performance potential.
While the Mitsubishi Lancer's chiseled exterior lends an air of aggression, its interior design
and materials tend to drag down the vehicle's overall appeal. On the whole, the cabin design is
uninspiring and rife with hard plastic elements. Taller drivers will likely bemoan the lack of a
telescoping steering wheel and the lack of under-thigh support. On the other hand, the rear
seats are quite comfortable, with a generous amount of legroom. One item of contention from
last year, the operation of the touchscreen navigation unit, looks to be remedied by Mitsubishi's
Fuse voice-activation system. Much like Ford's Sync system, selecting a destination or your

favorite music is only a voice command away. The Mitsubishi system lacks some of the Sync's
functions and commands, but we still prefer it to the tricky touchscreen layout in any case.
Doing so could save you hundreds or thousands of dollars. Edmunds also provides
consumer-driven dealership sales and service reviews to help you make informed decisions
about what cars to buy and where to buy them. Simply research the type of car you're interested
in and then select a used car from our massive database to find cheap prew-owned vehicles for
sale near you. Once you have identified a used vehicle you're interested in, check the
AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews, and find out what other owners paid for
the Used Mitsubishi Lancer. Is it better to lease or buy a car? Ask most people and they'll
probably tell you that car buying is the way to go. And from a financial perspective, it's true,
provided you're willing to make higher monthly payments, pay off the loan in full and keep the
car for a few years. Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less expensive option on a
month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're someone who likes to drive a new car every three
years or so. Check out Mitsubishi lease specials Check out Mitsubishi Lancer lease specials.
Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Review Features Save. View Photos. Appraise
this car. Power-sapping CVT weak, noisy base engine poor interior materials no telescoping
steering wheel high price of Ralliart. Other years. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale.
Edmunds' Expert Review. Vehicle overview. The Mitsubishi Lancer adds electric-assist power
steering and brake regeneration to its base engine models, increasing fuel economy.
Mitsubishi's Fuse voice-activation system also debuts while standard features and optional
packages see a minor reorganization. Also, the base model replaces the former rear disc brakes
with drum brakes. Read more. Write a review See all 15 reviews. CVT takes some time to get
used to. Has its quirks but helps with the mpg. I bought the car for an economical commuter
which it does beautifully. Interior is decent-alot of plastic but mitsubishi pulls it off. Exterior
styling is nice. Handles well. It's not a BMW, nor does it cost as much. This was my first brand
new car. A couple months into purchasing it, I had an issue starting it. I took it in and they said
that it was a computer glitch with my line of car and that they couldn't fix and to press on the
gas to start it when it happens. Currently battling the dealership with that but looking at others
comments, it seems it'll likely always do this. Other than that I love it. I would be more satisfied
if the dealership could fix the starting issue. I wish I would have purchased it used because the
used price of the car would definitely be worth it. Read less. The Lancer is the first car I owned
and I still have it to this day! Has about , and has never gave me any major problems been in 2
car accidents. After reaching , I noticed I was needing maintenance such as oxygen sensor went
out and struts were getting bad but that's it. I drive this car on a daily basis and its great on gas
and handles really well on my commute to work. I love this car! It was been good to me and I
wish I can keep it forever. When friends or family members drive my car they find the
transmission odd due to CVT, but that is something I have gotten use to over the years. Also,
beware when changing the transmission oil! I had my transmission oil changed at a local
mechanic and it started to over heat. I took it to the dealership and the switched it out cost
about I highly recommend you have the transmission changed at the dealer or buy he
transmission oil from the dealer and change it yourself speaking from experience. The 1st was
hers and has all the goodies in the Touring and Chrome packages. Mine is Rallye Red with black
cloth interior. It has everything I want in a car without add-ons I do not like. Very comfortable
riding car, lots of interior room, I am 6'2" and have more than enough room in ALL of the seats.
See all 15 reviews of the Used Mitsubishi Lancer. Write a review. IIHS Rating. Side Impact Test.
See full safety scores. People who viewed this also viewed 4. Sponsored cars related to the
Lancer. Sign Up. The Rockford Fosgate audio system delivers lots of power and bass. The Bad
Shifting through virtual gears with the continuously variable transmission is not as snappy as
we would like. The car's USB port is inconveniently placed and not easy to find. A voice
command system for cell phone and iPod control anchors the cabin tech. Be respectful, keep it
civil and stay on topic. We delete comments that violate our policy , which we encourage you to
read. Discussion threads can be closed at any time at our discretion. The Mitsubishi models
that use the Lancer body and platform cover a wide range of performance and cost. We found
the Lancer Evolution X an incredible thrill ride and the Lancer Ralliart a fun sport driver.
Mitsubishi offers the Lancer in a Sportback version, a slick hatchback, but our GTS was the
sedan version. For sedans, Lancers all use the same basic body, with a big grille in front and a
sporty, go-forward look down the sides, accentuated by a sharp belt-line crease and rear lip.
The Evo, with its advanced all-wheel-drive system and engine turbocharged within an inch of its
life, justifies the sporty body styling, the GTS less so. Powering our GTS was a 2. Compared
with engines in other Lancers, this 2. With Mitsubishi's variable valve timing, this engine
produces horsepower and pound-feet of torque, a nice balance that gives the Lancer GTS a
decent amount of pep. But don't expect anywhere near Lancer Ralliart or Lancer Evo

performance, as those versions' turbochargers kick up the horsepower substantially. Those
models can also be had with Mitsubishi's automated manual transmission, an impressive piece
of technology that contributes greatly to performance. But the GTS comes with another
high-tech transmission, this one continuously variable. Instead of fixed gears, the continuously
variable transmission CVT uses a steel belt and drive pulleys to allow for a wide range of
potential drive ratios. Mitsubishi includes a manual mode for this CVT, which let us choose from
six virtual gears using the shifter or the big steering-column-attached shift paddles. It delivered
fine everyday performance, creating smooth acceleration, but manual shifts took about as long
as with a standard automatic, showing surprising sluggishness. CVTs usually wring out
superior fuel economy compared with conventional transmissions, but the GTS' standard
five-speed manual comes in about equal. The five-speed manual version of the car comes in at
22 mpg city and 31 mpg highway. During our testing, we only achieved Strictly front-wheel
drive, the electric power-steering unit is tuned for its suburban mission. The suspension feels a
little stiffer than on a Camry or Civic, and offers a typical economy car ride. Fuse chases Sync
Mitsubishi unveiled its Fuse system this year, a competitive technology to Ford Sync. Fuse
offers features similar to what Sync had at launch, including Bluetooth phone and iPod support,
along with voice command for dialing contacts by name or selecting music. Our GTS lacked the
available hard-drive-based navigation unit, but we have seen this technology in other Mitsubishi
cars. Full-featured, it offers traffic information with dynamic routing, but has a somewhat rough
interface needing a serious design makeover. Because the car did not have the LCD that would
come with the navigation unit, it did not offer a display of cell phone contacts, nor a rich iPod
music library display. The monochrome radio display in our car showed just the most basic
information. But the Fuse system worked very well, accurately recognizing the names of
contacts we asked it to call. With an iPod connected through the USB port, it let us request
music by artist and album name, even recognizing difficult track titles. The placement of the
USB port was a bit inconvenient. We actually had to consult the car's manual to find it, as it is
mounted in the top of the glovebox. We prefer USB ports mounted in the console, as they are
easier for the driver to reach quickly, useful if you are constantly plugging and unplugging a
device. Other audio sources include satellite radio and Bluetooth streaming audio. For an
auxiliary input, Mitsubishi makes red and white RCA jacks available in the console. The Touring
package brought a Rockford Fosgate premium audio system into our car. Boasting a watt amp,
this audio system seems like too much power for the little Lancer GTS. A inch subwoofer in the
trunk gives it big, thumping power. We wouldn't call it the most refined audio system in the
world, but it far and away beats the typical six-speaker systems found standard in so many cars
of this class. Along with the usual treble and bass controls, Rockford Fosgate puts in some
special sound processing. The Punch setting does what it sounds like it should, making music
something you can feel as well as hear. Equalizer presets offer Rock, Pop, and Jazz, among
others, while sound field settings add a bit of echo, an unusual effect for a car system. In sum
The Mitsubishi Lancer GTS' Fuse voice command system elevates the level of its cabin tech,
provi
tail as turn
2009 ford focus air filter box
2005 santa fe hyundai
ding easy connectivity and control for cell phones and iPods. The available navigation system
is also a nice option, considering the car's segment. And we got a kick out of the Rockford
Fosgate audio system. The GTS' biggest drawback in the area of cabin tech is the lack of such
driver assistance features as blind-spot detection. As for performance tech, the GTS is a long
way from its all-wheel-drive turbocharged siblings. Instead, it makes do with a pretty average
engine. We give it credit for the CVT and its electric power-steering unit. For design, we like the
look of the GTS, as it cuts a unique figure compared with so many bland economy sedans. It is
generally good ergonomically, too, with decent trunk space, but the USB port is a little
troublesome. The electronics interface, especially with the available navigation unit, is
rough-looking and could use some refinement. Pricing Unavailable. Get Price. Cabin tech 7.
Performance tech 6. Design 6. Best Cars See all Chrysler Pacifica.

